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The Show
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Do artists depend on their audience? Of course they do, this is the 
way it is. Without public there would be no show and vice versa. 
But... can they depend physically too? 

This is the challenge of Miguel Rubio. His staging literally relies 
on the collaboration of his audience. Through their bodies and 
their gaze, 8 people become parted the scenery and support him 
throughout the show. Those who choose to offer their support will 
feel that Miguel Rubio really depends on them to keep the mount-
ing afloat.

This singular mix of disciplines such as Chinese Pole, dance, 
theatre and humor hides many surprises and it flows and devel-
ops into a tragicomedy covering a few unexpected events.

Playground is a comical and sometimes absurd spectacle that 
reaches up to 8 meters height. Miguel Rubio has been working in 
various companies and projects, performing in different scenarios.

He created a unique staging structure, which completely relies on 
the public, in order to make his dream come true: performing the 
Chinese pole on the street. The result is a show which has the 
magic power to bring the pole anywhere for anyone to enjoy.

Watch video teaser Watch “El Momento” teaser

https://youtu.be/DQ-hYVsW-_M
https://youtu.be/1ExwU_Us_JY
https://youtu.be/DQ-hYVsW-_M


The Artist

Born in Madrid, Spain, he starts investigating the world of juggling 
at the age of 18. From 2005 to 2009 he is trained in physical 
theater, clowning and magic. He enters the School of Circus 
Carampa in Madrid in 2009 and completes his training in 2011. 
During this period, he tours Europe, Asia, Africa and America with 
his show Into the Fire, a creation which dates back to 2007. The 
show is performed more than 2000 times in countless locations 
around the world and it is awarded the First Prize at the Festival 
de la Calle de Molina, Málaga, Spain, in 2009.

Between 2012 to 2015 he joins the Regional Center of Arts of 
Cirque in Lomme-Lille, France, and specializes in a Chinese Mast 
duo. During this time, he is part of a company called Prato a 
Lille, performing in the shows Les 3 mâts, Banquet Cirque, C’est 
tramer qui importe, Cabaret Express and La double vie rêvée de 
Jack M. , directed by Gilles Defacque.

This is the time he creates the Collectif Primavez, which expands 
its offer integrating new shows. Worth mentioning that Playground, 
one of his last creations, is awarded the First Prize of Gentse 
Feesten 2018 in Ghent, Belgium and also Jury Prize of Festival 
Lest Tailleurs 2019, Ecaussinnes, Belgium.
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By following their vision of communicating with the public through circus 
art, a group of circus artists formed the Primavez Collective in Lille, 2015.

Created by the students that had graduated from the Circus school of 
Carampa, after their ESAC and CRAC. The complicity that these stu-
dents have both in life and on stage pushes them to grow together in 
their artistic projects. They share crazy stories, strong friendships and 
have similar passions!

The group carried out its first research laboratory in September 2015 
at “Cirqu’en Cavale”. The artists created a show that regroups the 
individual acts that made them known, adapting them to the collec-
tive show and resulting in an evolution of their acts. They also bring 
their attention to themes that are close to heart, such as immigration, 
the position of women in society, equality and the increase in con-
sumerism in society. Moreover, they all have had the need to leave 
their country in order to find their freedom as artists. They explore the 
human condition, whilst always adding humor, irony, an offbeat touch 
and poetry; all this thanks to and through circus, dance, theatre and 
with a lot of derision.

Today the collective conducts many artistic projects and performances 
of different types and for various audiences. They decided to work 
together because they weave strong relationships and stories together. 
This gives great complicity in life as well as on stage, which is very 
important in this profession.

The Collective03
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 Show for all public.

 Duration of the show: 45 minutes, 2 possible representations 

per day.

 Minimal space required: 6 x 6 meters, height 6-8 meters.

 Circular stage.

 Straight, smooth, flat ground and regular.

 Total dimension with the public space: 10 x 10 meters.

 Installation Chinese Pole: Autonomous.

 Installation time: 1 hour.

 Dismantling time: 1 hour.

Link to teaser: https://youtu.be/DQ-hYVsW-_M

Link to “El Momento” video: https://youtu.be/1ExwU_Us_JY

Technical Info.

6 m.

6 m.

8 m.

10 m. PUBLIC

https://youtu.be/DQ-hYVsW-_M
https://youtu.be/1ExwU_Us_JY


Configuration

The show can be done in various configurations and environments. 

All is needed is:

 A quiet venue with reduced external noise to provide the 

viewer with high quality sound and enable concentration.

 A site allowing good visibility.

Provided these conditions are met, the show can be easily 

performed in a number of settings:

 Indoor

 Outdoor

Price of the show
Possibility of discounts if several actions are made on consecutive 
days. In addition to the price of the show should have diets and mile-
age from the city that the artist resident. 

 

For more information, rates and technical details please reach out to the company.
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playground

Info
Concept, dramaturgy and staging:  

Miguel Rubio

External look: Nacho Atienza

Scenography: Miguel Rubio

Difussion: Noe Iglesias

Administration: Lucile Bonjour

Production: Collectif Primavez

Promotion Contact:

collectifprimavez@gmail.com

+33 641 920 170 (Fr)  

+34 647 277 999 (Es)

F: collectifprimavez  
I: @collectifprimavez
#collectifprimavez

www.collectifprimavez.com
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https://www.collectifprimavez.com

